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ABOUT
OPEnE

As the name suggests, OPEnE, or the
Organisation of People for Engagement
and Enterprise, is an organisation that
believes in inclusive engagement at all
levels of society in order to promote
sustainable change. OPEnE was created
in 2016 by a group of like-minded and
motivated individuals, who continue to
engage as board members, advisors,
and staff.

OPEnE is committed to strengthening
systems for community empowerment,
and in fostering enterprise, recognizing
the importance of business for a
community, particularly when used for
social good.

OPEnE works with some of the most
marginalised groups in Sri Lanka, such
as agricultural and coastal fishing
communities, and has helped provide
these communities with the same
opportunities available to those in
more developed parts of the island.
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We are pleased to report that
during 2020 – 2021, OPEnE was
privileged to implement
changes that led to
improvements in the lives of
many individuals and
communities, fulfilling our
mission: To empower individuals
through knowledge, skills, tools
and networks to make
sustainable changes in their own
lives and the lives of their
community.

Many teachers were exposed to
digital learning and teaching
methods for the first time. It
was pleasing to see
improvements in teachers’ use
of digital resources and the
excellent way in which students
adapted to digital learning. 

The OL English Booster Course,
one of our digital educational
resources that is targeted to
improving the pass rate in GCE
O/L English examination results,
was a key contributor to an
impressive 13% increase in the
English pass rate in 2020 for
the Madhu Educational Zone.

Around one third of the young
people from the cohort of 30
volunteers that received training
and support from OPEnE for six
months became independent
volunteers in remote areas to
support students in learning
English.

Through the combined efforts of
volunteers, staff, parents, school
principals, and teachers, interest
in home-based digital learning
was built up among students.
Home-based learning using
digital resources continues in the
communities we serve.

SOME OF OUR KEY
ACHIEVEMENTS
DURING THIS
PERIOD WERE:
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OUR KEY
ACHIEVEMENTS
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We continued our collaboration
with the Ministry of Education,
Northern Province, for the
provision of training sessions to
teachers and students. This was
supported by the Zonal
Department of Education
through the provision of
increased access to schools for
the training and teaching
sessions.

Training sessions facilitated by
OPEnE and participated in by
the Department of Education
led to improvements in the
capacity of primary English
teachers to teach Activity-Based
Oral English (ABOE).

Members of the 200 Self-Help
groups supported by OPEnE
increased their capability to
manage their household
finances and became more
aware of indebtedness and the
resultant implications. The
groups, each comprising 8-15
members, were also able to
provide loans to their members
for small investments.

Members of the Self-Help
groups were empowered
through our psychosocial
training sessions to become
more resilient and capable of
dealing with the situations and
conditions to which they are
regularly exposed.

Through OPEnE’s continuous
support and guidance, Self help
groups improved their capacity
in internal governance, credit
and loan management,
leadership, problem-solving and
conflict resolution..

A range of home gardening
activities, conducted with
families in Manthai West and
Musali DS Divisions, led to
increased levels of interest and
awareness of food security
issues. 

As a result of training sessions
conducted by OPEnE, the
general public in Manthai West
and Musali DS divisions became
more aware of the Covid-19 risks,
regulations, and preventive
methods outlined in the World
Health Organization’s guidelines.

School Development
Committees and parents worked
together to raise funds for 50%
of the costs of digital equipment
(smart panel) purchases to their
schools, with OPEnE
contributing the other 50% once
the schools had been able to
raise their 50%.

People in target areas were
exposed to site-specific
environmental conditions and
provided with education about
the need for environmental
conservation and the
consequences of not doing so. 
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EDUCATION

4395 students were enabled
to learn English through
digital media at both school
and home, with ongoing
monitoring.
A new grade 5 English
textbook was digitized to
support digital English
education.
608 flash drives preloaded
with primary English lessons
were distributed to students.
Primary English was
facilitated in 21 primary
schools through digital
resources.
298 preloaded OL English e-
lessons in 32GB flash drives
were distributed to all OL
schools in Madhu zone, one
each in all zones in Northern
Province and 44 in Mannar
zone.
An OL English E-Booster
course was developed to
support OL students to
achieve better results at the
GCE OL exam. 
OPEnE facilitated the E-
Booster lessons at 22
secondary schools in the
Madhu zone.

2 English camps were
conducted for primary
school children.
43 students from primary
grades were trained in
basic ICT skills.

IN OUR STUDENT CAMP
PROGRAMS:
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HIGHLIGHTS OF
OUR WORK
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English teacher training was
provided to a total of 243
participants in 7 sessions, with 32
teachers trained to improve their
teaching both directly and
online.
47 Higher National Diploma in
Education students were trained
to teach English.
30 volunteers were trained and
supported for six months to
facilitate home-based English
learning for primary school
children.

One interactive whiteboard and
a multimedia projector were
donated to Madhu educational
zone for teacher training.
134 parents from 22 schools were
motivated and facilitated to
support their schools by
fundraising for digital equipment
purchases (65-inch smart
panels).

228 parents being made aware of
the importance of education and
self-learning.
80 key educational officials in
the Madhu zone being oriented
to the E-Booster course.

In our teacher training initiatives:

Our work in increasing the resources
of schools resulted in:

We conducted training for
education officials and parents,
resulting in:
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VOLUNTEER
MENUKA FROM
THAMPANAIKULAM,
MANNAR.

My name is Menuka
Chandramohan, and I live in
Pannavedduvan village. I
completed my advanced level
studies in 2019. After my GCE
Advanced Level education, I
worked for Valvuthayam as a
village-level motivator. After that, I
taught English subjects at
MN/Thampanaikulam school. I
received primary English teaching
training whilst teaching at the
school. Following this, OPEnE
selected me to mentor and
monitor English subjects to
MN/Thampanaikulam school
students.

Although the schools were closed
for nearly two years because of the
COVID 19 pandemic, my students
continued to learn English through
the e-learning platform provided
by OPEnE. I helped Grade 5
students prepare for the grade 5
scholarship examination. I taught
classes to grade 4 and grade 5
students at my home and to other
grades via cellular phone. Most of
my students came from my
neighboring village,
Thampanaikulam, by bicycle and
some of them came with their
parents. I was very glad to see their
curiosity for learning. 

I use e-lessons from pen drives
provided by OPEnE through
televisions and cellular phones. I
have seen many improvements in
my students' learning, with self
learning contributing to improved
skills in reading and writing
English.

Mr. Freedon from OPEnE visited
frequently and encouraged our
students to learn English I
continue as a volunteer to the
community and teach English to
students both at home and at the
local school. 
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I am Prinston, a grade one student
at MN/ Vaddakandal RCTMV. I'm
from a very remote area called
Kuruvil in Manthai West. My
father’s name is Mr. Nanthakumar
and he works as a laborer in the
irrigation department. My mother’s
name is Mrs. Anustella and she is a
housewife. I have a three-year-old
brother. I live in a very small house
with my small family. As my family
is poor, we don’t spend our money
on luxury goods. We don't have
television, cellular phones, or any
other communication devices. My
parents manage to support our
family with my father’s income. GRADE 1 STUDENT

PRINSTON FROM
VADDAKANDAL,
MANNAR. 

Although I’m very good at my
studies, I had a fear of learning
English. I thought that only a few
people were able to speak and
learn English. In 2020, OPEnE
provided e-learning pen drives to
our school. Many of my friends
took the pen drives and started to
talk in English. Even though I was
keen to use pen drives to learn
English, I didn’t have a television or
cellular phone at home. After a few
days, my father came to know
about the e-lesson program and
the benefits gained through this
program. My father bought me a
brand-new smart television to
learn English through the e-lesson
program. I really appreciated his
efforts to support my studies. I
started learning English through
the E-lesson program. It was very
helpful for me to learn English. 

Now I can read and speak in
English. Now I have the confidence
that I will be able to speak English
fluently in the near future. I spend
about 4 hours a day learning
English through the E-lesson
program. A volunteer, Sister
Pawsteena, comes home and
monitors my studies; she also helps
me to clear the doubts I have in
English. She motivates me to learn
more. My father spends his free
time teaching me. I am very much
thankful to OPEnE for their
guidance.
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RESPONSE TO
COVID 19
PANDEMIC

33 handwashing units were
distributed to Madhu Education
Zone.
The promotion of communitiy
adherance to health guidelines
on Covid prevention commenced
with 40 individuals.
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2 training sessions on the roles
and responsibilities of
Pradeshiya Sabha, ACLG, CC,
Accounting and Book Keeping
were conducted in both Manthai
west and Muslai.
35 new Self-Help Groups were
formed and 185 existing groups
were supported for continuous
functioning.
788 members of Self-Help groups
were supported to build
resilience in prevailing socio-
economic conditions.
2,222 members of Self-Help
groups received training to
improve the internal governing
and accountability of those
groups.
34 families were educated on
household financial
management.
61 families were made aware of
low-interest borrowing options
for livelihood activities, various
systems for interest rate
calculations, and were provided
debt counseling.
693 individuals received
community-based psychosocial
support to improve community
resilience.
59 SHG Members were trained on
Right To Information (RTI) in
both Manthai West & Musali DS
divisions.

SELF HELP
GROUPS
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I am a mother of three and wanted to
join a Self-Help Group because I
knew there was a saving and lending
facility. After joining this group I
developed more relationships that
made me feel happy and able to
discuss my issues openly. I have now
gained confidence and no longer
need to be dependent on anyone
when I have a financial need,. I now
have LKR 13,000.00 in my savings. I
have already received a loan of LKR
5,000, started chicken farming, and
repaid the loan. Now I have received
a loan of LKR 25,000.00 to do house
wiring to gain electricity to my house,
and I am repaying the loan. Since
joining the group, I have a happier
life.

ANTHON
VIJAYAKUMAR
NISHANTHINI,
MEMBER OF
THALAMBOO SELF-
HELP GROUP,
NEDUVARAMPU
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COMMUNITY
CENTRES

17 community centers
both in Manthai west and
Musali were continuously
facilitated throughout
the year.
OPEnE facilitated
communities to file 4
RTIs in Manthai West.
One divisional level
community centers'
federation in Manthai
west was facilitated to
enhance functioning.
1 key legislation training
session was provided to
CC federation members
with participation by 30
members in the Manthai
West DS division.
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5,469 individuals from 808
families were assisted in food
security initiatives through the
provision of training,
traditional seeds, and
packages.
2,483 home garden packages
were distributed in Manthai
West and 618 packages in
Musali.
204 families were provided
with green gram and 118
families with cowpea in
Manthai West.
127 individuals benefitted
from the promotion of micro
livelihood opportunities in
communities.
Cash for work was provided to
146 families in Manthai West
and 139 families in Musali DS
division to ensure food
security during the Covid 19
situation, with each family
being supported with LKR
3200.00.

FOOD SECURITY
AND THE
ENHANCEMENT
OF LIVELIHOOD
OPPORTUNITIES
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I I have always liked farming and
OPEnE has been helpful in
providing advice. Mallikanthan
from OPEnE visits me and has
given me valuable advice to help
me excel in organic farming. All
of his instructions have been very
useful, particularly the control of
insects through pheromone
boxes. I made these boxes myself
with the knowledge gained from
Mallikanthan. Previously when
growing bitter gourd, there has
been an invasion of fruit flies, so I
asked for advice from him about
this. He explained me how to set
a pheromone trap for fruit flies. 

ABUBAITHA
SUHAIB FROM
SANNAR

I got the pheromone from the
shops and set the trap by myself
and it worked. The harvest was
not affected by fruit flies. 

In the same way, I also gained
knowledge about making
organic fertilizers. I now make
organic fertilizers and use them
for my garden. It’s my wish that
everyone starts improving and
gains better results.
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LEARNINGS
A number of factors are currently
having a significant, negative
impact on the people of Sri Lanka,
including Covid-19 and climate
change. We also experienced a
small scale natural disaster in
December 2020 when tropical
cyclone Burevi impacted the areas
in which our projects are
conducted. Both climate change
and the Covid-19 context have
made us rethink and focus on a few
more areas for the future.

We have learned that people are
willing to listen to new ideas but
that implementing the ideas takes
time; people also need time to
witness the changes and develop
belief in the concepts. Our training
and discussions to influence people
to start changing their mindsets
regarding issues such as mindful
education, self-learning, digital
education, home gardening for food
security, environmental
conservation, sustainable fisheries,
gender equity, and economic
empowerment through
psychosocial strengthening, all
require time and patience. 

A food shortage is possible in the
future with the changes in climate.
This will affect the agricultural
harvest. We have also witnessed
and listened to fishers who say that
the fish stocks and catches are
decreasing year by year.
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OUR
LEARNINGS
AND FUTURE
PLANS
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Since the world is still grappling
with the Covid-19 pandemic, we
seek to move towards covid
prevention awareness to the
general public. OPEnE also plans
to focus on the disaster
preparedness of communities to
build resilience to small-scale
natural disasters and any
potential Covid-19 type crises in
the future. As part of disaster
preparedness, we will investigate
methods for climate-smart
agriculture and ensuring food
security. 

The fisheries sector, especially the
fishing communities, need to be
educated on the dynamics of
stocks, breeding, and
regeneration of stocks. OPEnE
will work towards curbing illegal
activities, protecting breeding
grounds, and alternative products
such as sea cucumber farming.

Environmental education will be
promoted in schools while the
local communities will be
educated gradually on the
importance of their own and site-
specific environments and be
made aware of the need to
conserve.

FUTURE PLANS
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OPEnE will also continue all
the core activities such as
digital education, English
education and psychosocial
support, in addition to the
planned activities for the
future. We believe that our
organization can bring
about an inclusive and
pluralistic society that is
empowered through our
engagement with the
people.
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OPEnE is very grateful to the many individuals and organisations who
have assisted us in fulfilling our mission. Our partners throughout the
past year included local volunteers, government and non-government
organizations, international volunteers such as student interns from the
University College of Leuven-Limburg in Belgium, a long-term volunteer
based in Mannar (ESL trainer, curriculum developer from Poland).
We are also extremely grateful to our donors, who included:

OUR STRATEGIC
PARTNERS
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STRENGTHENING THE EDUCATION SECTOR IN

POST-CONFLICT ZONES

INSTITUTIONAL DEVELOPMENT /

ORGANIZATIONAL CAPACITY BUILDINGNUE

STRENGTHENING THE EDUCATION SECTOR IN

POST-CONFLICT ZONES

EMPOWERING AND MOBILIZING

INDIVIDUALS, SMALL GROUPS AND CSOS FOR

BETTER GOVERNANCE AND ACCOUNTABILITY

INTEGRATING PSYCHOSOCIAL ELEMENTS

INTO ROUTINE SHG PROGRAMMES 

SUPPORTING HOME-BASED LEARNING ,

MANNAR DISTRICT

SUPPORTING HOME-BASED LEARNING IN

MADHU, MANNAR DISTRICT

E- TEACHER FOR LEARNING ENGLISH - A NEW

WAY OF PROMOTING SELF-LEARNING

INTEGRATING PSYCHOSOCIAL ELEMENTS

INTO ROUTINE SHG PROGRAMMES 

DONORPROJECT NAME EXPENDITURE
LKR

1,294,429.4

2,097,065.40

1,705,806.37

1794520.13

1,973,636.66

1,198,844.12

295,450.00

3,357,000.00

5,984,705.44

FINANCIAL INFORMATION

PRIVATE DONORS /

COMMON FUNDING

ZOA

ZOA

ZOA

ZOA

HOPE FOR CHILD

STREET CHILD

ZOA INNOVATION

GIZ

24

CREATING EQUITABLE OPPORTUNITIES

FOR CONTINUED HOME BASED

INTERACTIVE ENGLISH LANGUAGE

LEARNING DURING COVID-19 CRISIS FOR

DISADVANTAGED HOUSEHOLDS IN

MANNAR DISTRICT

FISHERIES SRI LANKA 

1,408,533.28

710,909.22

NTT

WOORD EN DAAD

TOTAL 21,820,900.02
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NON CURRENT ASSETS

PROPERTY PLAN &

EQUIPMENT  

01 12,601,165.00

19,456,332.54TOTAL FUND &

LIABILITIES

STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL

POSITION AS AT 31ST MARCH 2021

NON CURRENT

ASSETS

NOTE  2020 2021  

6,642,965.00

12,601,165.00 6,642,965.00

CURRENT ASSETS

CASH & CASH

EQUIVALENTS

02  6,855,167.54

19,456,332.54

5,076,967.20

11,719,932.20

ACCUMULATED FUND

PROJECT FUND

03

04

16,311,768.10

875,050.05

17,186,818.15

9,199,906.97

610,967.13

9,810,874.10

NON CURRENT LIABILITIES

PAYABLE OVERHEADS

TAXATION

PROVISION FOR SALARY

GRATUITY AND BONUS

AUDIT FEE 

05 494,757.45

1,734,756.94

40,000.00

 2,269,514.39

2,535.11

338,247.09

1,528,275.90

40,000.00

1,909,058,10

11,719,932.20
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